Circular No. SIS/034/2019-2020

Dear Parent
Sir/Madam

Sub: “Together for a better Environment”

We are happy to inform you that Bee’ah as part of its waste management and environment protection programme has initiated the campaign for collecting old newspapers, magazines, plastic bottles, aluminium cans and cardboard boxes. These items can be recycled and thereby ensure safe disposal of various components in a safe and sustainable manner and reduce the harmful effects on the environment.

You are kindly requested to encourage your ward to collect these items and handover the same to the class teachers. Recycling awards and certificates of appreciation will be presented to the institution that contributes the maximum. Let’s try to collect maximum quantity and be the winner along with our commitment for a better and safer environment.

Let our children practice 5 R’s - “Reduce, Refuse, Recycle, Reuse and Regenerate”. Let them be trained to make the world greener, safer and better place for them to live in.

Please let us know whether you need any help to send the above mentioned materials. You can send a note with your ward for any assistance.

With regards,

PRAMOD MAHAJAN
PRINCIPAL